EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT

AGENDA

22 - 25 November 2021
Strasbourg
Explanation of procedures

Unless Parliament decides otherwise, texts taken in plenary will be put to the vote in the following order

1. **Third reading**
   - Ordinary legislative procedure (★★★★III)
     majority of votes cast to approve a joint text

2. **Consent**
   - Consent procedure (★★★★)
     where the Treaties require a majority of Parliament’s component Members to adopt or reject a decision giving consent

3. **Second reading**
   - Ordinary legislative procedure (★★★★II)
     majority of Parliament's component Members to reject or amend the Council position; majority of votes cast to approve the Council position

4. **Parliament's Rules of Procedure**
   - Amendments to Rules of Procedure
     majority of Parliament's component Members to adopt amendments
     majority of votes cast to adopt a proposal for a decision

5. **First reading**
   - Ordinary legislative procedure (★★★★I)
     majority of votes cast to approve or amend a legislative proposal
     majority of votes cast to adopt a draft legislative resolution

6. **Consent**
   - Consent procedure (★★★★)
     where the Treaties require a majority of votes cast to adopt or reject a decision giving consent

7. **Other procedures**
   - Consultation procedure (★)
     majority of votes cast to approve or amend a legislative proposal
     majority of votes cast to adopt a draft legislative resolution
   - Others (statements, oral questions, own-initiative reports, waiver of immunity)
     majority of votes cast to adopt a motion for a resolution or a proposal for a decision

 oluşum}

= Deadlines  ✔️ = Deadlines if requested  ❌ = Text not yet adopted, possibly deadlines
Monday 22 November 2021

17:00 - 20:00 Debates

Resumption of session and order of business

Introduction of a European Social Security pass for improving the digital enforcement of social security rights and fair mobility - Oral question (O-000071/2021 - B9-0041/21)

Coordination of Member States’ measures in light of increasing cases of COVID-19 in the EU - Commission statement


20:30 - 23:00 Debates

EU sports policy: assessment and possible ways forward - Report: Tomasz Frankowski (A9-0318/2021)


One-minute speeches (Rule 172)

Tuesday 23 November 2021

09:00 - 12:00 Debates

Joint debate - Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)

Common agricultural policy - support for strategic plans to be drawn up by Member States and financed by the EAGF and by the EAFRD - Report: Peter Jahr (A8-0200/2019)


12:00 - 13:15 Voting session

Remark: Votes will be distributed along the different voting sessions depending on the number of amendments

Votes on provisional agreements

Common agricultural policy - support for strategic plans to be drawn up by Member States and financed by the EAGF and by the EAFRD - Report: Peter Jahr (A8-0200/2019)


Single votes

Insolvency proceedings: replacing Annexes A and B to the Regulation - Report: Adrián Vázquez Lázara (A9-0293/2021)

Integrated farm statistics: Union contribution under the MFF for the years 2021 to 2027 - Report: Riho Terras (A9-0310/2021)


EU sports policy: assessment and possible ways forward - Report: Tomasz Frankowski (A9-0318/2021)

Digitalisation of the European reporting, monitoring and audit - Report: María Grapini (A9-0311/2021)

Vote on amendments

A European strategy for critical raw materials

UŠAKOVS, HOHLMEIER (A9-0295/2021) The revision of the Financial Regulation in view of the entry into force of the 2021-2027 multiannual financial framework
A Pharmaceutical Strategy for Europe  

15:00 - 20:00 Debates

Conclusions of the European Council meeting of 21-22 October 2021 - *European Council and Commission statements*  
Situation in Belarus and at its border with the EU and the security and humanitarian consequences - *Council and Commission statements*  
Condemning police violence against Romani people in the EU - *Council and Commission statements*  
Legal migration policy and law - *Report: Abir Al-Sahlani (A9-0314/2021)*  

16:00 Announcement of results

20:30 - 22:30 Debates

Multilateral negotiations in view of the 12th WTO Ministerial Conference in Geneva, 30 November to 3 December 2021 - *Commission statement*  
Situation in Bosnia-Herzegovina - *Council and Commission statements*  

Wednesday 24 November 2021

09:00 - 11:50 Debates

Outcome of the COP26 in Glasgow - *Council and Commission statements*

12:00 - 12:30 Formal sitting

Address by Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya

12:30 - 13:45 Voting session

General Budget  
Final votes  
Vote on amendments  
Mobilisation of the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund: application EGF/2021/001 ES/Pais Vasco metal – Spain  
Legal migration policy and law  
Introduction of a European Social Security pass for improving the digital enforcement of social security rights and fair mobility  
Multilateral negotiations in view of the 12th WTO Ministerial Conference in Geneva, 30 November to 3 December 2021

15:00 - 20:00 Debates

The EU’s Role in Combatting the Covid-19 Pandemic: How to Vaccinate the World - *Topical debate (Rule 162)*  
State of the Energy Union - *Commission statement*  
Fundamental rights and Rule of Law in Slovenia, in particular the delayed nomination of EPPO prosecutors - *Council and Commission statements*
16:30 Announcement of results

20:30 - 22:00 Debates

A European Action Plan Against Rare Diseases - Commission statement
Presentation of the Court of Auditors' annual report 2020

Thursday 25 November 2021

09:00 - 12:00 Debates

The International Day of Elimination of Violence Against Women and the State of play on the ratification of the Istanbul Convention - Commission statement
Debates on cases of breaches of human rights, democracy and the rule of law (Rule 144)
  Situation in Somalia
  Human rights violations by private military and security companies, particularly the Wagner Group
  The human rights situation in Cameroon

09:30 - 10:45 First voting session

Committee decision to enter negotiations
Final votes
Legal migration policy and law - Report: Abir Al-Sahlani (A9-0314/2021)
Introduction of a European Social Security pass for improving the digital enforcement of social security rights and fair mobility - Motion for a resolution
Multilateral negotiations in view of the 12th WTO Ministerial Conference in Geneva, 30 November to 3 December 2021 - Motion for a resolution
Single votes
The safety of truck parking lots in the EU - Motion for a resolution
Vote on amendments
Situation in Somalia
Human rights violations by private military and security companies, particularly the Wagner Group
The human rights situation in Cameroon

13:00 Announcement of results

13:30 - 14:45 Second voting session

Final votes
Situation in Somalia - Motions for resolutions
Human rights violations by private military and security companies, particularly the Wagner Group - Motions for resolutions
The human rights situation in Cameroon - Motions for resolutions
15:00 - 16:00 Debates

- Major interpellation (Rule 139)
- G-001002/2020
- International ports’ congestions and increased transport costs affecting the EU - Commission statement

16:00 Announcement of results

Speaking time (Rule 171)

Deadlines
Monday 22 November 2021

17:00 - 20:00     Debates
20:30 - 23:00     Debates

17:00 - 20:00     Debates

1

• Resumption of session and order of business

96

• Introduction of a European Social Security pass for improving the digital enforcement of social security rights and fair mobility

   Oral question
   Nikolaj Villumsen, Jeroen Lenaers, Marianne Vind, Dragoş Pîslaru, Elena Lizzi, Mounir Satouri, Elżbieta Rafalska (O-000071/2021 - B9-0041/21)
   Committee on Employment and Social Affairs
   Commission
   Introduction of a European social security pass for improving the digital enforcement of social security rights and fair mobility
   [2021/2620(RSP)]

142

• Coordination of Member States’ measures in light of increasing cases of COVID-19 in the EU

   Commission statement
   [2021/2984(RSP)]

73

• A European strategy for critical raw materials

   Report on a European strategy for critical raw materials
   [2021/2011(INI)]
   Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

78

• The revision of the Financial Regulation in view of the entry into force of the 2021-2027 multiannual financial framework

   Report on the revision of the Financial Regulation in view of the entry into force of the 2021-2027 multiannual financial framework
   [2021/2162(INI)]
   Committee on Budgets
   Committee on Budgetary Control
20:30 - 23:00 Debates

82

- **EU sports policy: assessment and possible ways forward**
  
  *Report: Tomasz Frankowski (A9-0318/2021)*
  
  Report on EU sports policy: assessment and possible ways forward
  [2021/2058(INI)]
  
  Committee on Culture and Education

71 🌐

- **A Pharmaceutical Strategy for Europe**
  
  *Report: Dolors Montserrat (A9-0317/2021)*
  
  Report on a pharmaceutical strategy for Europe
  [2021/2013(INI)]
  
  Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety

2

- **One-minute speeches (Rule 172)**
Joint debate - Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)

84 ★★★★

• Common agricultural policy - support for strategic plans to be drawn up by Member States and financed by the EAGF and by the EAFRD

Report: Peter Jahr (A8-0200/2019)


Committee on Agriculture and Rural Development

(Debate: 20/10/2020, vote: 23/10/2020)

85 ★★★★

• Common agricultural policy: financing, management and monitoring

Report: Ulrike Müller (A8-0199/2019)


Committee on Agriculture and Rural Development

(Debate: 20/10/2020, vote: 23/10/2020)

86 ★★★★

• Common agricultural policy – amendment of the CMO and other Regulations


Committee on Agriculture and Rural Development

(Debate: 20/10/2020, vote: 23/10/2020)
End of joint debate

12:00 - 13:15 Voting session

- Remark: Votes will be distributed along the different voting sessions depending on the number of amendments

- Votes on provisional agreements

84 ★★★1 - Common agricultural policy - support for strategic plans to be drawn up by Member States and financed by the EAGF and by the EAFRD

Report: Peter Jahr (A8-0200/2019)

Committee on Agriculture and Rural Development
(Debate: 20/10/2020, vote: 23/10/2020)

85 ★★★1 - Common agricultural policy: financing, management and monitoring

Report: Ulrike Müller (A8-0199/2019)

Committee on Agriculture and Rural Development
(Debate: 20/10/2020, vote: 23/10/2020)

86 ★★★1 - Common agricultural policy – amendment of the CMO and other Regulations


Committee on Agriculture and Rural Development
(Debate: 20/10/2020, vote: 23/10/2020)

- Single votes

87 ★★★1 - Insolvency proceedings: replacing Annexes A and B to the Regulation

Report: Adrián Vázquez Lázara (A9-0293/2021)

[COM(2021)0231 - C9-0178/2021 - 2021/0118(COD)]
Committee on Legal Affairs

107 ★★★1 - Integrated farm statistics: Union contribution under the MFF for the years 2021 to 2027

Report: Riho Terras (A9-0310/2021)

[COM(2021)0477 - C9-0346/2021 - 2021/0270(COD)]
Committee on Agriculture and Rural Development
111 - Packaged retail and insurance-based investment products (PRIIPs): key information documents. Extension of the transitional arrangement
Report: Jonás Fernández (A9-0297/2021)
Report on the proposal for a regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council amending Regulation (EU) No 1286/2014 as regards the extension of the transitional arrangement for management companies, investment companies and persons advising on, or selling, units of undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities (UCITS) and non-UCITS
[COM(2021)0397 - C9-0326/2021 - 2021/0215(COD)]
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs

110 - Undertakings for collective investment in transferable securities (UCITS): the use of key information documents
Report: Jonás Fernández (A9-0301/2021)
[COM(2021)0399 - C9-0327/2021 - 2021/0219(COD)]
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs

82 - EU sports policy: assessment and possible ways forward
Report: Tomasz Frankowski (A9-0318/2021)
[2021/2058(INI)]
Committee on Culture and Education

79 - Digitalisation of the European reporting, monitoring and audit
Report: Maria Grapini (A9-0311/2021)
Report with recommendations to the Commission on digitalisation of the European reporting, monitoring and audit
[2021/2054(INL)]
Committee on Budgetary Control

149 • Vote on amendments

158 • A European strategy for critical raw materials
[2021/2011(INI)]
Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

159 • UŠAKOVŠ, HOHLMEIER (A9-0295/2021) The revision of the Financial Regulation in view of the entry into force of the 2021-2027 multiannual financial framework

160 • A Pharmaceutical Strategy for Europe
Report: Dolors Montserrat (A9-0317/2021)
[2021/2013(INI)]
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety
15:00 - 20:00    Debates

• Conclusions of the European Council meeting of 21-22 October 2021
  European Council and Commission statements
  [2021/2895(RSP)]
  One round of political group speakers

• Situation in Belarus and at its border with the EU and the security and humanitarian consequences
  Council and Commission statements
  [2021/2985(RSP)]

• Condemning police violence against Romani people in the EU
  Council and Commission statements
  [2021/2907(RSP)]

• Legal migration policy and law
  Report: Abir Al-Sahlani (A9-0314/2021)
  Report with recommendations to the Commission on legal migration policy and law
  [2020/2255(INL)]
  Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs

• 2022 budgetary procedure: joint text
  Report: Karlo Ressler, Damian Boeselager (A9-0326/2021)
  Report on the joint text on the draft general budget of the European Union for the financial year 2022 approved by the Conciliation Committee under the budgetary procedure
  [13911/2021 - C9-0428/2021 - - 11352/2021 - C9-0353/2021 - 2021/0227(BUD)]
  European Parliament delegation to the Budgetary Conciliation Committee

16:00    Announcement of results

20:30 - 22:30    Debates

• Multilateral negotiations in view of the 12th WTO Ministerial Conference in Geneva, 30 November to 3 December 2021
  Commission statement
  [2021/2769(RSP)]

• Situation in Bosnia-Herzegovina
  Council and Commission statements
  [2021/2974(RSP)]
Wednesday 24 November 2021

09:00 - 11:50         Debates
12:00 - 12:30         Formal sitting
12:30 - 13:45         Voting session
15:00 - 20:00         Debates
15:00 - 20:00         Debates
16:30                  Announcement of results
20:30 - 22:00         Debates

09:00 - 11:50          Debates

132
• Outcome of the COP26 in Glasgow
  Council and Commission statements
  [2021/2975(RSP)]

12:00 - 12:30          Formal sitting

133
• Address by Sviatlana Tsikhanouskaya

12:30 - 13:45          Voting session

150
• General Budget

  75
  - 2022 budgetary procedure: joint text
    Report: Karol Ressler, Damian Boeselager (A9-0326/2021)
    [13911/2021 - C9-0428/2021 - 11352/2021 - C9-0353/2021 - 2021/0227(BUD)]
    European Parliament delegation to the Budgetary Conciliation Committee

  94
  - Draft amending budget No 5/2021: Humanitarian support to refugees in Turkey
    [12444/2021 - C9-0380/2021 - 2021/0226(BUD)]
    Committee on Budgets

  108
  - Draft amending budget No 6/2021: Additional vaccines doses to low and lower-middle income countries, UCPM reinforcement and other adjustments to expenditure and revenue
    Report on the Council position on Draft amending budget No 6/2021 of the European Union for the financial year 2021 - Additional vaccines doses to low and lower-middle income countries, UCPM reinforcement and other adjustments to expenditure and revenue
    [14038/2021 - C9-0425/2021 - 2021/0326(BUD)]
    Committee on Budgets

151
• Final votes
15:00 - 20:00 Debates

- **A European strategy for critical raw materials**
  *Report: Hildegard Bentele (A9-0280/2021)*
  [2021/2011(INI)]
  Committee on Industry, Research and Energy

- **The revision of the Financial Regulation in view of the entry into force of the 2021-2027 multiannual financial framework**
  *Report: Nils Ušakovs, Monika Hohlmeier (A9-0295/2021)*
  [2021/2162(INI)]
  Committee on Budgets
  Committee on Budgetary Control

- **A Pharmaceutical Strategy for Europe**
  *Report: Dolors Montserrat (A9-0317/2021)*
  [2021/2013(INI)]
  Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety

- **Vote on amendments**

- **Mobilisation of the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund: application EGF/2021/001 ES/Pais Vasco metal – Spain**
  Report: Eider Gardiazaabal Rubial (A9-0319/2021)
  [2021/0316(BUD)]
  Committee on Budgets

- **Legal migration policy and law**
  Report: Abir Al-Sahlani (A9-0314/2021)
  [2020/2255(INL)]
  Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs

- **Introduction of a European Social Security pass for improving the digital enforcement of social security rights and fair mobility**
  Motion for a resolution
  [2021/2620(RSP)]

- **Multilateral negotiations in view of the 12th WTO Ministerial Conference in Geneva, 30 November to 3 December 2021**
  Motion for a resolution
  [2021/2769(RSP)]

15:00 - 20:00 Debates

- **The EU's Role in Combatting the Covid-19 Pandemic: How to Vaccinate the World**
  *Topical debate (Rule 162)*
  [2021/2926(RSP)]

- **State of the Energy Union**
  *Commission statement*
  [2021/2976(RSP)]
16:30 Announcement of results

20:30 - 22:00 Debates

- Fundamental rights and Rule of Law in Slovenia, in particular the delayed nomination of EPPO prosecutors
  Council and Commission statements
  [2021/2978(RSP)]
  *The vote will be held in December*

- A European Action Plan Against Rare Diseases
  Commission statement
  [2021/2940(RSP)]

- Presentation of the Court of Auditors' annual report 2020
  [2021/2929(RSP)]
  *In the presence of Klaus-Heiner Lehne, President of the Court of Auditors*
Thursday 25 November 2021

09:00 - 12:00  Debates

09:30 - 10:45  First voting session

13:00  Announcement of results

13:30 - 14:45 Second voting session

15:00 - 16:00  Debates

16:00  Announcement of results

09:00 - 12:00  Debates

137

• The International Day of Elimination of Violence Against Women and the State of play on the ratification of the Istanbul Convention

Commission statement

[2021/2979(RSP)]

Debates on cases of breaches of human rights, democracy and the rule of law (Rule 144)

139

• Situation in Somalia


140

• Human rights violations by private military and security companies, particularly the Wagner Group


141

• The human rights situation in Cameroon


09:30 - 10:45  First voting session

170

• Committee decision to enter negotiations

169  ★★★

- Adequate minimum wages in the European Union

Report: Dennis Radtke, Agnes Jongerius (A9-0325/2021)


[COM(2020)0682 - C9-0337/2020 - 2020/0310(COD)]

Committee on Employment and Social Affairs

153

• Final votes
109 - Mobilisation of the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund: application EGF/2021/001 ES/Pais Vasco metal – Spain
   
   *Report: Eider Gardiazabal Rubial (A9-0319/2021)*


   [COM(2021)0618 - C9-0377/2021 - 2021/0316(BUD)]

   Committee on Budgets

83 - Legal migration policy and law
   
   *Report: Abir Al-Sahlani (A9-0314/2021)*

   [2020/2255(INL)]

   Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs

96 - Introduction of a European Social Security pass for improving the digital enforcement of social security rights and fair mobility
   
   *Motion for a resolution*

   B9-0551/2021

   [2021/2620(RSP)]

69 - Multilateral negotiations in view of the 12th WTO Ministerial Conference in Geneva, 30 November to 3 December 2021
   
   *Motion for a resolution*

   B9-0550/2021

   [2021/2769(RSP)]

154 - Single votes

   
   *Report: Gilles Lebreton (A9-0300/2021)*

   Report on the proposal for a Council decision authorising the Member States of the European Union to accept, in the interest of the European Union, the accession of Philippines to the 1980 Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction

   [COM(2021)0359 - C9-0361/2021 - 2021/0178(NLE)]

   Committee on Legal Affairs

   
   *Report: Heidi Hautala (A9-0299/2021)*

   Report on the proposal for a Council decision authorising the Member States to accept, in the interest of the European Union, the accession of Jamaica to the 1980 Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction

   [COM(2021)0363 - C9-0334/2021 - 2021/0179(NLE)]

   Committee on Legal Affairs

   
   *Report: Heidi Hautala (A9-0307/2021)*

   Report on the proposal for a Council decision authorising the Member States to accept, in the interest of the European Union, the accession of Bolivia to the 1980 Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction

   [COM(2021)0369 - C9-0336/2021 - 2021/0183(NLE)]

   Committee on Legal Affairs
  Report: Heidi Hautala (A9-0308/2021)
  Report on the proposal for a Council decision authorising the Member States of the European Union to accept, in the interest of the European Union, the accession of Pakistan to the 1980 Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction
  [COM(2021)0368 - C9-0335/2021 - 2021/0182(NLE)]
  Committee on Legal Affairs

  Report: Heidi Hautala (A9-0309/2021)
  Report on the proposal for a Council decision authorising the Member States to accept, in the interest of the European Union, the accession of Tunisia to the 1980 Hague Convention on the Civil Aspects of International Child Abduction
  [COM(2021)0371 - C9-0337/2021 - 2021/0198(NLE)]
  Committee on Legal Affairs

- The safety of truck parking lots in the EU
  Motion for a resolution
  B9-0552/2021
  [2021/2918(RSP)]
  Rule 227

• Vote on amendments

• Situation in Somalia
  Motions for resolutions
  [2021/2981(RSP)]

• Human rights violations by private military and security companies, particularly the Wagner Group
  Motions for resolutions
  [2021/2982(RSP)]

• The human rights situation in Cameroon
  Motions for resolutions
  [2021/2983(RSP)]

13:00  Announcement of results

13:30 - 14:45  Second voting session

• Final votes

• Situation in Somalia
  Motions for resolutions
  [2021/2981(RSP)]
15:00 - 16:00  Debates

Major interpellation (Rule 139)

- G-001002/2020

16:00  Announcement of results

- Human rights violations by private military and security companies, particularly the Wagner Group
  *Motions for resolutions*
  [2021/2982(RSP)]

- The human rights situation in Cameroon
  *Motions for resolutions*
  [2021/2983(RSP)]

- International ports’ congestions and increased transport costs affecting the EU
  *Commission statement*
  [2021/2980(RSP)]
Speaking time (Rule 171)
Deadlines
Speaking time (Rule 171)

Monday 22 November 2021

17:00 - 20:00

Commission (including replies) :25'
Rapporteurs (3 x 6') :18'
Rapporteurs for opinion (2 x 1') :2'
Author (committee) :5'
Members :60'


20:30 - 23:00

Commission (including replies) :10'
Rapporteurs (2 x 6') :12'
Rapporteurs for opinion (2 x 1') :2'
Members :60'


Tuesday 23 November 2021

09:00 - 12:00

Commission (including replies) :10'
Rapporteurs (3 x 6') :18'
Rapporteurs for opinion (6 x 1') :6'
Members :105'


15:00 - 20:00

President of the European Council (including replies) :15'
Council (including replies) :25'
Commission (including replies) :45'
Chair of the Committee on Budgets :6'
Rapporteurs "Budget" (2 x 3') :6'
Rapporteur :6'
Rapporteur for opinion :1'
Members :121'

20:30 - 22:30

Council (including replies) :10'
Commission (including replies) :20'
Members :60'

Wednesday 24 November 2021

09:00 - 11:50

Council (including replies) :10'
Commission (including replies) :10'
Members :105'

15:00 - 20:00

Council (including replies) :15'
Commission (including replies) :25'
Topical debate speaker :4'
Members :180'

20:30 - 22:00

Commission (including replies) :15'
President of the Court of Auditors (including replies) :10'
Members :45'

Thursday 25 November 2021

09:00 - 12:00

Commission (including replies) :25'
Author of each motion for a resolution (Rule 144) :1'
Members :90'

15:00 - 16:00

Commission (including replies) :15'
Author (major interpellation) :2'
Members :30' 30
PPE : 5' 30, S&D : 5', Renew : 4', Verts/ALE : 3' 30, ID : 3' 30, ECR : 3' 30, The Left : 3', NI : 2' 30
Deadlines

Monday 22 November 2021

96 ☐ • Introduction of a European Social Security pass for improving the digital enforcement of social security rights and fair mobility - Oral question (O-000071/2021 - B9-0041/21)  
   - Motions for resolutions Wednesday 17 November, 13:00  
   - Amendments to the motion for a resolution Monday 22 November, 19:00

   - Amendments Wednesday 17 November, 13:00

78 ☐ • The revision of the Financial Regulation in view of the entry into force of the 2021-2027 multiannual financial framework - Report: Nils Ušakovs, Monika Hohlmeier (A9-0295/2021)  
   - Amendments by the rapporteur, 71 MEPs at least; Alternative motions for resolutions Wednesday 17 November, 13:00

   - Amendments by the rapporteur, 71 MEPs at least; Alternative motions for resolutions Wednesday 17 November, 13:00

Tuesday 23 November 2021

84 ☐ • Common agricultural policy - support for strategic plans to be drawn up by Member States and financed by the EAGF and by the EAFRD - Report: Peter Jahr (A8-0200/2019)  
   - Amendments; rejection Wednesday 17 November, 13:00

85 ☐ • Common agricultural policy: financing, management and monitoring - Report: Ulrike Müller (A8-0199/2019)  
   - Amendments; rejection Wednesday 17 November, 13:00

   - Amendments; rejection Wednesday 17 November, 13:00

79 ☐ • Digitalisation of the European reporting, monitoring and audit - Report: Maria Grapini (A9-0311/2021)  
   - Amendments Wednesday 17 November, 13:00

83 ☐ • Legal migration policy and law - Report: Abir Al-Sahlani (A9-0314/2021)  
   - Amendments Wednesday 17 November, 13:00

69 ☐ • Multilateral negotiations in view of the 12th WTO Ministerial Conference in Geneva, 30 November to 3 December 2021 - Commission statement  
   - Motions for resolutions Wednesday 17 November, 13:00  
   - Amendments to the motion for a resolution Monday 22 November, 19:00
Wednesday 24 November 2021

136 • **Fundamental rights and Rule of Law in Slovenia, in particular the delayed nomination of EPPO prosecutors - Council and Commission statements**
- Motions for resolutions  Wednesday 8 December, 13:00
- Amendments to motions for resolutions; joint motions for resolutions  Monday 13 December, 19:00
- Amendments to joint motions for resolutions  Monday 13 December, 20:00

Thursday 25 November 2021

139 • **Situation in Somalia**
- Motions for resolutions (Rule 144)  Monday 22 November, 20:00
- Amendments to motions for resolutions; joint motions for resolutions (Rule 144)  Wednesday 24 November, 13:00
- Amendments to joint motions for resolutions (Rule 144)  Wednesday 24 November, 14:00

140 • **Human rights violations by private military and security companies, particularly the Wagner Group**
- Motions for resolutions (Rule 144)  Monday 22 November, 20:00
- Amendments to motions for resolutions; joint motions for resolutions (Rule 144)  Wednesday 24 November, 13:00
- Amendments to joint motions for resolutions (Rule 144)  Wednesday 24 November, 14:00

141 • **The human rights situation in Cameroon**
- Motions for resolutions (Rule 144)  Monday 22 November, 20:00
- Amendments to motions for resolutions; joint motions for resolutions (Rule 144)  Wednesday 24 November, 13:00
- Amendments to joint motions for resolutions (Rule 144)  Wednesday 24 November, 14:00

- Amendments  Thursday 18 November, 13:00

**Separate votes - Split votes - Roll-call votes**

- Texts put to the vote on Tuesday  Friday 19 November, 12:00
- Texts put to the vote on Wednesday  Monday 22 November, 19:00
- Texts put to the vote on Thursday  Tuesday 23 November, 19:00
- Motions for resolutions concerning debates on cases of breaches of human rights, democracy and the rule of law (Rule 144)  Wednesday 24 November, 19:00